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Your granted Permission to kill 24 wolves in Örebro – A total of 75 permits to kill wolves in 

Swedish provinces 

Dear Sir or Madam,

You want to kill strictly protected wolves in your district against to European law (EU law)?

Sweden already has an EU court case pending for illegal handling of the animal species 

wolf! You risk another criminal case!

You are acting illegally when conducting the firing permits.

Apart from that, the population of wolves in your country is very low and, due to the lack of 

genetic exchange with other wolves, has not yet reached the favorable conservation status

that the European Union stipulates as mandatory.

Due to the strict legal requirements for the protection of wolves, killing wolves is only 

possible in exceptional cases anyway. But you don't have them in any way.
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As a wolf protection organization, we therefore urge you to withdraw the firing permits 

immediately.

We have our 232,000 sponsors and supporters of our non-profit association and the 

petition Mit dem Menschen! - Für den Wolf!, on change.org/wolf informed about the illegal 

conditions in your province, as well as the other 4 provinces that want to let wolves be shot

illegally!

If you do not withdraw the firing permits immediately, our 232,000 members and 

supporters of our wolf protection association will avoid Swedish products and will no longer

spend their holidays or leisure time in Sweden.

Until the day you revoke the firing permits.

We remain, expecting the firing permits to be revoked in the near future.

We reserve the right to take legal action or sue you at the European Court of Justice!

Kind regards

Jan Olsson

(1st Chairman WISZV)


